
Group Names:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

WYP: Research/Synthesis Project- “Presentation” 
The “presentation” portion of your project is an expansion on your precis. It is a creative version of a research paper.  

What can you do for your “presentation”? Here are some examples: 

- filmed documentary                             - yes, you can even do a regular written report if you must  
- podcast                                                   - creative writing 
- underground magazine                       - performance of some kind? 
- slick, graphic designed magazine      - the possibilities are endless 
- teach the class 
- website                                       * Must cover the ideas in depth from the precis PLUS the primary  
- animation                                       source and/or action item.    Ex: doc film on homelessness where you 
- talk show                                        interview a former homeless person who now works for a shelter [where 
- Ted Talk style                                  maybe you also volunteered and documented it]                 

 

                                                                             

Standards 
100 - 90 

Exemplary 

89 - 80 

Satisfactory 

79-70 

Unacceptable 
Total 

Score 

Organization 
Has a clear opening 

statement that catches 

audience’s interest; 

maintains focus 

throughout; summarizes 

main points 

Has opening statement 

relevant to topic and gives 

outline of speech; is 

mostly organized; 

provides adequate “road 

map” for the listener 

Has no opening statement 

or has an irrelevant 

statement; gives listener 

no focus or outline of the 

presentation 

 

Content Demonstrates substance 

and depth; is 

comprehensive; shows 

mastery of material 

Covers topic; uses 

appropriate sources; is 

objective 

Does not give adequate 

coverage of topic; lacks 

sources 

 

Quality of conclusion Delivers a conclusion that 

is well documented and 

persuasive 

Summarizes 

presentation’s main 

points; draws conclusions 

based upon these points 

Has missing or poor 

conclusion; is not tied to 

analysis; does not 

summarize points that 

support the conclusion 

 

Delivery (this category 

for any live or filmed 

presentations) 

Has natural delivery; 

modulates voice; is 

articulate; projects 

enthusiasm, interest, and 

confidence; uses body 

language effectively 

Has appropriate pace; has 

no distracting 

mannerisms; is easily 

understood;  

Is often hard to 

understand; has voice that 

is too soft or too loud; has 

a pace that is too quick or 

too slow; demonstrates 

one or more distracting 

mannerisms 

 

Creative Style and 

Effort 

Different and refreshing; 

slick and well-produced; 

can tell you went above 

and beyond 

Interesting; some lapses 

in quality but nothing 

major; a strong effort 

Not really innovative but 

gets the job done; several 

lapses in quality; evident 

that less effort and energy 

was put towards this 

 

Anticipates Audience 

Questions 

Demonstrates full 

knowledge of topic; 

explains and elaborates on 

all potential questions 

Shows knowledge of 

topic & ease in 

anticipating questions but 

does not elaborate 

Demonstrates little grasp 

of information; has 

undeveloped or unclear 

answers to questions 

 

 

Grand Total _____________________ 

 


